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For any totally ordered set (briefly, chain) Ω, the monoid End Ω of its order-preserving endomor-
phisms ordered pointwise is a distributive lattice-ordered monoid (briefly, distributive `-monoid), in the
sense that the monoid operation distributes over meet and join, and that the lattice reduct is distributive.
In 1984, Marlow Anderson and Constance Edwards showed that any distributive `-monoid is in fact an
`-monoid of order-preserving endomorphisms of a chain [1]—thereby extending Charles Holland’s rep-
resentation theorem for lattice-ordered groups (briefly, `-groups) [6]. Hence, the variety of distributive
`-monoids is generated by the class of `-monoids of order-preserving endomorphisms of chains.

We refine this result as follows:

Theorem 1. The variety of distributive `-monoids is generated by the class of (finite) distributive
`-monoids of order-endomorphisms of finite chains.

As a consequence, we get the following decidability result.

Corollary 2. The equational theory of distributive `-monoids is decidable.

If an `-group is an algebra in the signature {∧,∨, ·,−1, e}—where e is the group identity—a dis-
tributive `-monoid is an algebra in the inverse-free language {∧,∨, ·, e}. Our main contribution to the
theory of distributive `-monoids is the fact that the equations holding in all distributive `-monoids are
precisely the inverse-free equations holding in all `-groups. Equivalently:

Theorem 3. The variety of distributive `-monoids is generated by the inverse-free reduct of AutQ,
where AutQ is the `-group of order-preserving bijections of the rational line.

This is especially interesting in view of the fact that, in contrast to the situation for `-groups, finite dis-
tributive `-monoids exist in abundance—indeed, as already mentioned, they generate the whole variety.

Sketch of Proof. Let ε be an equation that fails in End Ω for some chain Ω; each term involved in ε is
assigned to an order-preserving endomorphism of Ω. The structure of the subterms of ε can be used
to modify such endomorphisms and obtain partial order-preserving injections on Q, each with finite
domain. These partial order-preserving injections are then extended to order-preserving bijections of Q
that continue to falsify the original equation.

Remarkably, it has long been known that the variety of those distributive `-monoids that are com-
mutative strictly contains the variety generated by the inverse-free reduct of Z. This follows from a
theorem of Vladimir Repnitskii, who in 1983 proved that the variety generated by the ordered monoid
of integers is not finitely based [7]. We extend the negative result here and show that Theorem 3 does
not specialize to totally ordered structures.

Theorem 4. There is an inverse-free equation that is valid in all totally ordered groups, but not in all
totally ordered monoids.
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We also provide the following axiomatization for the variety of `-monoids generated by totally ordered
monoids:

z1y1z2 ∧ w1y2w2 ≤ z1y2z2 ∨ w1y1w2.

By Theorem 3, to check whether an equation is valid in all distributive `-monoids, it suffices to
check the validity of this same equation in all `-groups. We prove here that a certain converse also
holds, namely:

Theorem 5. For any `-group equation ε with variables in a set X, a finite set of inverse-free equations
Σ with variables in X ∪ Y for some finite set Y can be effectively constructed such that ε is valid in all
`-groups if and only if the equations in Σ are valid in all distributive `-monoids.

This result might lead not only to a first calculus for `-groups admitting an algebraic proof of cut elimi-
nation (cf. [5]), by importing tools and techniques developed in [4], but also to develop a framework for
a more systematic study of the proof theory for `-groups.

Recall that a right order on a monoid M is a total order such that a ≤ b entails ac ≤ bc, for all
a, b, c ∈ M . When a monoid M admits such an order, it is said to be right-orderable. It is well-known
that the class of right-orderable groups coincides with the class of subgroups of `-groups [3]. Indeed,
any monoid M that admits a right order≤ embeds into the distributive `-monoid of its order-preserving
endomorphisms, by mapping each a ∈M to the order-endomorphism x 7→ xa. However, contrary to the
claim made in [1], it is not the case that every submonoid of a distributive `-monoid is right-orderable.

Proposition 6. The monoid End Ω is not right-orderable for any chain Ω with |Ω| ≥ 3.

The relationship between distributive `-monoids and right orders is further studied here in the form
of a correspondence between validity of equations in distributive `-monoids and existence of certain
right orders on free monoids. A remarkable consequence of this is a neat connection between right
orders on free monoids and right orders on free groups.

Theorem 7. Every right order on the free monoid over a set X extends to a right order on the free group
over X.

All the results presented here can be found in [2].
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